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  2000s 
• On Dream Street… (2012, 17:36) 

A professionally-directed collaboration of very special performers, all with developmental disabilities, as they             
create, rehearse and perform to an enthusiastic audience at NYC’s Central Park Bandshell. A              
behind-the-scenes performance documentary that is also a portrait of model program. Trailer (2012, 2:47) 

• My Hero: Mohamed Sidibay: Portrait of a Peacemaker (2010, 5:40) 
A former African child soldier has become an American high school honor student leader, who is dedicated                 
to making the world a better place. 

• Globe Toss (2008, 2:50) 
Introduces the MyHero.com Global Exchange media arts education program with participants from  
Senegal, Macedonia, Bosnia & Hercegovina, Kosovo, Montenegro, and the U.S. 

• Skip Blumberg’s Heroes (1994-2008, DVD) 
Twelve MyHero.com shorts, each with the filmmaker’s in-studio introductions about technique and  
context for film students. 

• Friends of City Hall Park Celebration! (2007, 16:00) 
Al fresco performance spectacular is a true civic expression that celebrates the re-opening of the park,                
which had been closed since the collapse of the Twin Towers 3 blocks away. Movement Theatre Company,                 
SilverCloud Hoop Dancers, An Hysterical Walking Tour, musical saw virtuoso Moses Josiah, Chinese Lion              
Dance, Uncle Sam on stilts, Betsy Ross, George Washington, City Council member Alan Gerson, and               
Community Board 1 Chair Julie Menin. Event and movie produced by Skip Blumberg. Trailer (2007, 1:59) 

• FCHP Park Celebration!:  Hysterical Walking Tour (2007, 4:00) 
Performance artist Scott Riehs' monolog is edifying as well as hysterically funny. 
• FCHP Park Celebration!: Moses Josiah Musical Saw (2007, 5:00) 
Moses, a long-time friend of Skip, demonstrates his virtuosic techniques and remembers musically             
when they first met. 
• FCHP Park Celebration!: SilverCloud Shawl Dance (2007, 1:30) 
A cocoon opens and the butterfly emerges in the park. 

• My Hero: Building Heroes (2006, 5:20) 
Creative, hands-on educational hero activity at Eli Whitney Museum CT. 

• Nam June Paik: Lessons from the Video Master (2006, 47:15) 
Video art featurette recorded at the famed artist's memorial service, contains 46 short visually-stylized,              
often-humorous, insightful interviews with NJP’s friends, colleagues, collaborators and protégées; including           
artists Yoko Ono, Merce Cunningham, Carolee Schneeman, Davidson Gigliotti (Videofreex), Beryl Korot, Bill             
Viola, Ryuichi Sakamoto, Blondell Cummings, Kit Fitzgerald, and, of course, Shigeko Kubota. Trailer (2:00) 

• Nam June Paik: Bonus Art Video (2006, 12:47) 
Seventeen more short remembrances of NJP, including video artists Mary Lucier, Dara Birnbaum, David              
Cort (Videofreex), Ralph Hocking (Experimental TV Center), Ira Schneider (Raindance/Radical Software),           
the first video art curator David Ross, and independent film pioneer Jonas Mekas, as well as a                 
video-within-a-video of Yoko Ono’s special performance for NJP at the Guggenheim Museum. Trailer (2:00) 

• Nam June Paik: #1 Video Artist (2006, 8:30) 
G-rated 8 1/2-minute digest of the Featurette and Bonus Video. 
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• My Hero: Cadet Kay Lord's Hero: Nathaniel Dunigan (2005, 6:45) 
A portrait within a portrait: our hero nominates her hero. On location at the U.S, Coast Guard Academy and                   
Uganda. 

• Katrina Recovery: Manhattan Youth Benefit (2005, 6:20) 
To repay the volunteer efforts of Louisianans who came to help recovery in the neighborhood of the World                  
Trade Center collapse, Bob Townley's Manhattan Youth community center hosts a fundraiser for Hurricane              
Katrina victims on the rebuilt pier that loaded the debris from the destroyed twin towers. With on-camera                 
correspondent Cookie Girl Jemma Brown. 

• Katrina Recovery: TriBeCa Messages (2005, 2:06) 
Lower Manhattan residents deliver words of hope & strength to their compatriots in the damaged zone. With                 
on-camera correspondent Cookie Girl Jemma Brown.  

• Katrina Recovery: Mickey Kross, firefighter (2005, 2:25) 
A NYC firefighter articulating his message to the Katrina Recovery gives insight to why firefighters are                
regarded as heroes. 

• Calypso Tumblers (2001, 6:44) 
One of NYC’s best street performance group's stellar act with a strong social message.  

• Cookie Girl in the Hot Zone (2001, 4:30) 
In the days after the World Trade Center twin towers collapse, Jemma, a pre-teen who lives a few blocks                   
from the site in Tribeca, Blumberg’s neighborhood, bakes and serves cookies to recovery workers. 

• Perfume Makers (2001, 2:45) 
Two giggling teens begin a science project, have too much fun, and make a big mess, but smell like a rose. 

• Kelsey and the Pot Bellied Pigs (2000, 2:45) 
A middle schooler works with and dreams about pigs. 
 

  1990s 
• Nick Makes a Cardboard Chair (1999, 2:45) 

Nick carefully designs and constructs a corrugated cardboard living room chair step-by-step.. 
• Ambush in the Streets - Jules Backus (1997, 4:00) 

Documents Jules' Paris stencil art graffiti gallery photo exhibition at The Cooper Union School of Art in NYC 
• Hello, Again (1997, 4:00) 

Susan Subtle's Oakland Art Museum sweeping exhibition of recycled art, craft and products. 
• The Channel Market (1996, 5:57) 

On the festive convention floor, cable TV owners and operators go shopping for channels.  
• In-line Madness a/k/a Daredevils on Wheels (1995, 7:23) Extreme rollerblading in NYC. Entirely shot on  

blades from Harlem to Central Park to lower Manhattan, including Times Square. 
• Return to Tibet (1993/2002, 39:15) (Co-producer/camcorder Nicholas Vreeland, Photography Richard Gere) 

Incarnate lama Khyongla Rato Rinpoche’s touching journey to his monastery 34 years after fleeing the               
Chinese communist invasion of Tibet. “Monk With a Camera” Vreeland's camcorder diary, edited by Skip, is                
a sensitive first-person view of the Tibetans' dramatic struggle to keep their traditional practice of Buddhism                
alive under Chinese communist occupation. 

• Return to Tibet: The Debate Court (1993/2002, 7:21)  
During his visit to Tibet with incarnate lama Khyongla Rato Rimpoche, Nicky observes the ritualistic               
performative debate practice in the temple courtyard. 
• Return to Tibet: Richard Gere's song (1993/2002, 5:11)  
During their visit to Tibet with incarnate lama Khyongla Rato Rimpoche, Nicky records Richard              
Gere's Buddhist cowboy song at their end celebration in Lhasa's Holiday Inn. 

• July 4th Holland Tunnel Civil Disobedience (1993/2018, 6:25) 
A non-violent action disrupts weekend traffic during the height of the AIDS scourge. Look for NYC politician                 
Tom Duane's civil disobedience. The video also explains why the tunnel is named Holland, while it actually                 
goes to New Jersey. 
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• Chicago Slices: House-O-Matic (1993, 2:30) 
Jaw dropping, high energy dance moves on the streets of Chicago by this group of several dozen dancers,                  
with leader Ronnie Sloan. 

• Chicago Slices: Women of the Kennedy Highway - Heavy Roller (1993, 4:00) 
Portraits of female workers on one of Chicago's busiest highways, with construction causing traffic jams and                
driver consternation. In this episode, a union highway construction worker, Doreen crushes with delicacy. 

• Chicago Slices: Astrologer (1993, 1:30) 
Katherine de Jersey explains how astrology works and cautions Camcorder Correspondent Skip Blumberg             
about a shoot the next day that takes place 15 floors up the side of a building. 

• Chicago Slices: Window Washers (1993, 3:20) 
Watching the workers, it gets scary on a hanging scaffold outside the 15th story of a building with a great                    
view of Lake Michigan as a rain storm approaches.  

• Chicago Slices: Personal Shopper (1993, 4:35) 
Skip gets a new outfit at Nordstrom’s with professional assistance. 

• ConCreep (1993, 4:24) 
A compelling street performer attracts a crowd on lower Broadway until the NYPD interrupts. 

• Culture Reel (1992, 4:30) 
Fast-paced 1992 compilation of clips from Skip's best cultural video docs produced in previous 15  years. 

 • The 90’s: segments (1989-92) 
Blumberg produced more than 100 segments for the PBS series produced by Tom Weinberg. Several are                
featured in this catalog. 

• The 90’s: Topless Protest (1992/2018, 3:09) 
NYC's first semi-nude political demonstration for the right to be topless. Outside Madison Square Garden               
during the 1992 Democratic Presidential Convention. 

• The 90’s: Psychic Fair at the Mall (1992, 4:20) 
Sit down at one of the tables to find out your future. 

• The 90's: Clean Needle Distribution (1992, 12:15) 
Risking arrest, a good samaritan hands out free clean hypodermic needles to junkies in New Haven, CT. 

• The 90's: Diving Mules and Racing Pigs (1992, 5:25) 
PETA challenges a carnival sideshow attraction while the operators go on with the show. 

• The 90’s: St. Patrick's Day Parade Campaigning (1992, 4:00) 
LGBT Presidential candidate Joan Jett Blakk, Hillary Clinton's brother Tony Rodham, and other politicos              
march after the Chicago River is dyed green. Second camera Patrick Creadon. 

• The 90’s: American Samoan delegation goes to the Democratic Convention (1992, 4:30) 
The American Samoan delegation, from 13,000 miles outside the DC Beltway, at the Democratic              
Presidential Convention in New York City.  

• The 90’s: Whose Streets? Compilation (1992, 51:08) 
In NYC street landscape, one-person-crew camera journalist Skip Blumberg finds the amazing among the              
commonplace, digging deeper than a mere observational video to expose culture, personality, spirit, and the               
heartbeat of humanity in urban life with serendipitous discovery captured on screen. Trailer (2:00) 

• The 90’s - Whose Streets?: The Advice Ladies (1991, 8:25) 
Three funny and empathic young women give thoughtful, amusing free advice to interested             
passersby on West Broadway in SoHo, NYC.  
• The 90’s - Whose Streets?: How To Use a Baby Stroller in the City (1991, 2:30) 
Cosmopolitan mother Danica Kombol demonstrates savvy urban techniques for new parents, and            
it's a telling analysis of our harsh city life. 
• The 90’s - Whose Streets?: Street Corner Civil Rights Incident (1991, 9:27)  
 A spontaneous debate on Broadway, pre-black- lives-matter, confronts racism in America. 
• The 90’s - Whose Streets?: Lighthouse for the Blind Mobility Training (1991, 4:33)              
A sight-impaired pedestrian in rush hour traffic in midtown Manhattan! 
• The 90’s: Polka Dots (1991, 1:00) 
Fashion news from an insider... the rag trade manufacturer’s delivery driver, who sees what  
people on the street wear, as he loads his van with the newest trends.  

   1990s 
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• The 90’s: 1992 PBS Election Specials - Skip Blumberg's Clinton Campaign Reports  (1992, 9:00) 
Bill and Hillary, Stephanopoulis and Carville, Governor Ann Richards, and many others on the Presidential               
campaign trail. 

• Gender Politics Magazine (1992, 22:00) 
Six segments including WomenAware self defense, Guardian Angel Lisa Sliwa, Presidential candidate/poet            
Eileen Myles, and other female-centric subjects.  

• Gender Politics:  Eileen Myles for President (1992, 2:00) 
Performative campaign rally at NYC's Café LaMama. 
• Gender Politics: WomenAware (1991, 1:10) 
Street awareness program in TriBeCa, NYC. 

• Mattress Jumping in South Central L.A (a/k/a Ghetto Games) (1992, 6:00) 
Kids make their own fun in the ghetto using what's there, with virtuosic feats of derring do. 

• SurfRiders: Going Coastal (1992, 5:30) 
Skip Blumberg's camera journalism report about an in-the-ocean protest by Orange County chapter of the               
SurfRider Foundation, an environmental group dedicated to conservation of the world's beaches. 

• Champions: 6 Beats Cheer (1992, 2:34) 
"Are you ready for this?" Bold rhythmic cheer by the Champions, a performance group of young girls on                  
location in a Lower East Side Manhattan housing project. 

• Todd Alcott: Dangerous Ideas + Keys (1989-92, 40:00) 
“Living in Flames,” “Jaws of Love,” “Paradise,” and 7 other biting and comedic monologues by this                
super-talented Downtown performer and writer, who went on to be a Hollywood feature film screenwriter. 

• Todd Alcott: Keys (1992, 5:24) 
Ever lost your keys? Did you try unlocking other dimensions to find them? 
• Todd Alcott: Television (1990, 1:53) 
An instant classic fulfills the cliché of what the talking television is really thinking... and forcefully                
demanding...  that you should only watch the screen. 
• Todd Alcott: Living in Flames (1989, 3:50) 
Is he acting? Or a real lunatic on the street? Rated R: language.  

• The 90's: Rev. Calvin Butts and five hundred kids demonstration, midtown (1991, 8:30) 
Abyssinian Baptist Church Minister Calvin Butts leads an anti-smoking protest in front of the Phillip Morris                
Building in midtown Manhattan. 

• The 90’s: Ostrich and Camel Races, National Date Festival (1991, 3:21) 
At this county fair in Indio, CA. 

• The 90’s: Real Live Brady Bunch (1991, 5:47) 
Stars Jane Lynch, Becky Thyre, Andy Richter and producer/directors Jill & Faith Solloway, of Annoyance               
Theatre, rehearse at The Village Gate nightclub, Greenwich Village, NYC. 

• The 90’s: Waiting for the American Dream (1991, 7:38) 
What do immigrants expect of the U.S.A., and how does it differ from their home countries? Camera                 
Journalist Skip Blumberg asks applicants for citizenship in line at New York City's U.S. Immigration office. 

• Alive TV: Dinizulu: African Drums and Dancers (1991,16:00) 
Traditional singing, drumming and dancing, including gumboot dance, by the first African performance group              
in the U.S. 

• Gil Scott-Heron: Why the Revolution won't be Televised (1991, 1:17) 
GS-H goes to the activist's deepest and most personal goal to clear up the message of his hit 1970 song.  

• The 90’s: All Night Deity Festival (1990, 2:26) 
Dinizulu and his Akan tribe, who live in Queens near JFK Airport in a traditional African community that is                   
isolated from modern America, celebrate a spiritual holiday with drums and gin as a sacrament, so intense                 
that you see spirits taking over the celebrants, some in apoplectic fits speaking in tongues. 

• Weekend in Moscow (1990/2002, 11:26) 
Humorous and ironic non-fiction, first-person travel art video diary exposes an insider’s view of the art world                 
and, at the same time, is a reflexive video about making a video. A group of high-living American art                   
aficionados tour the Moscow studios of the unofficial artists during the fall of the Soviet Union. With museum                  
director David Ross, collectors Donald and Mera Rubell, artist Rosemary Trockel. Trailer (1990/2002, 3:05) 

1990s 
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• Body Tjak (1990, 6:35) 
Modernist, post-modernist and traditional Balinese rhythm and dance performance choreographed by Keith            
Terry and I Wayan Dibia and performed by an international company of two dozen dancers and body                 
musicians. 

• Essentials of Tap Technique (1990, 6:30) (Co-producer/collaborator Susan Goldbetter, Circuit Productions) 
Charles “Cookie” Cook, Brenda Bufalino, Kevin Ramsey demonstrations are the focus of an art video that                
exploits close-ups and slo-mo of the powerful explosive taps by elegant and expressive performers. 

• Chinese Noodle Making: backwards and forwards (1990, 4:33) (VIVO Vancouver artist-in-residence) 
Making handmade traditional noodles is a performance art.  

• In Motion with Michael Moschen (1990, 57:31) 
Avant-garde MacArthur-genius’ elegant performances of his post-modern juggling show with virtuosic,           
already-classic work... ricocheting 5 balls inside a giant triangle, floating crystal balls, and new large-scale               
pieces created especially for this TV show. Wild combinations of advanced video, studio stagecraft, location               
shooting, and vérité documentary footage. 
 

  1980s 
• Donald Fagen’s Century’s End (1988, 4:14) (Co-producer/co-director Jane Aaron) 

Music video for song heard in “Bright Lights, Big City.” Donald didn’t want to be in it, nor have clips from the                      
movie. An elaborate weave of multiple images. Before After Effects, Janie handmade 16mm animated high               
contrast monochrome moving mattes, even scratch on film, transferred to video; Skip directed the live action                
disco and dating sequences that fit into the moving mattes. “Dumb love in the city at century’s end.” 

• Alive TV: Dancing Hands (1988, 27:00) 
Choreography for fingers, hands and arms. Starring Robert LaFosse, Harold Nicholas, Blondell Cummings,             
Keith Terry and 7 other choreographers.  

• Get Wet: the Synchro Swim Scratch Video (1988, 5:10) (Co-producer Staten Island Cable TV workshop) 
Have you ever fallen backwards into a swimming pool? An Olympic competitor leads a group of young                 
swimmers merging sports and contemporary dance, creatively choreographed in the editing room. 

• Disarmament Video Survey (1988, 60:00) (Co-Producer Karen Ranucci, Dee Dee Halleck, Wendy Clarke) 
The most insightful of more than 3000 interviews totaling 30 hours gathered by 60 independent video crews                 
around the world. Screened 24 hours/day on Manhattan Cable TV during the 1988 United Nations               
Disarmament Conference, as well as screenings in community centers and art venues, like JFK Center for                
Performing Arts, which hosted a 5 channel pedestal-mounted installation. Initiated and directed by Skip              
Blumberg for the indy video community.  

• Disarmament Video Survey - Half-hour Compilation (1988, 29:15)  
• Disarmament Video Survey - 14-minute Compilation (1988, 14:00) 
• Disarmament Video Survey: Five Borough Bike Tour (1988, 6:00) 

Skip's survey as several thousand cyclists stand by for the start of the all day cycling. 
• Disarmament Video Survey: City Hall Park (1988,  6:00) 

Skip’s street survey teamwork techniques captured 45 insightful interviews in 2 hours. 
• Alive TV: Women of the Calabash (1987, 20:00) 

A quartet of African-American singer/musicians perform traditional songs acapella with traditional African            
percussion instruments, including the vegetable calabash, a huge dried beaded squash. 

• Alive TV: Spalding Gray's "A Personal History of the American Theatre" (1986, 26:50) 
In one long take with no edits that's exactly a PBS half-hour, Spalding's monolog presents "at random"                 
amusing, sentimental, historic behind-the-scenes stories of his career, recorded at St Paul MN's famed              
Palace Theatre. 

• Alive TV: Nine Person Precision Ball Passing (1986, 8:00) 
Choreographer Charles Mouton's hypnotic signature work combines sports and dance. Music by A. Leroy. 

• Seoul Brother Report (1986, 3:58) 
On-screen camera journalist Skip Blumberg reports on Korean traditional and avant garde culture for Nam               
June Paik's 1986 3-country live TV extravaganza "Bye Bye Kipling" broadcast on PBS, KBS and NHK. 
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• Towards a Minimal Choreography (1986, 3:58) 
Produced at Sundance Dance Film Institute, a roller skater (Michael Schwartz) rolls; minimal choreography  
made in the editing room. 

• Art-On-Parade (1985, 24:46) 
Donald Lipski’s Kick the Cans, Richard Lerman’s Travelon Gamelon, David Moss’s Homemade Marching             
Band, Charlie Morrow's "Slow Reveille," and other artwork in motion lead by Parade Director (later on                
Whitney Museum Director) Adam Weinberg. 

• Art-on-Parade: Donald Lipski’s Kick the Can (1985, 8:45) 
Donald and 100 kids kick cans down the street in well-rehearsed organized chaos. 
• Art-on-Parade: David Moss' Homemade Marching Band (1985, 8:35) 
Every parade has marching bands. This artists parade has a class of middle schoolers with               
invented instruments and an intensely fervid band leader.  

• Alive TV: Michael Moschen: 3 Solos (1985, 15:30)  
MacArthur Genius Grant winner performs his virtuosic solos with crystal balls, hoops and fire. 

• Elephant Games (1985, 27:56) 
Thailand’s elephant festival features an elephant soccer game, elephant tug-of-war, elephant speed and             
agility races, elephant training, working elephants and a village where elephants are kept as pets. A tourist                 
event that aims to preserve the elephant training culture. Trailer (1:30) 

• Elephant Games w Burgess Meredith voice-over (1985, 27:56) 
• Interviews with interviewers... about interviewing (1985, 51:30) 

TV’s Barbara Walters and Mike Wallace, Pulitzer Prize-winning oral historian Studs Terkel, National Public              
Radio’s Susan Stamberg, NYC Police Detective Sean Grennan, and psycho-analyst Joel Kovel are             
interviewed about curiosity, style, trickery, truth and conversation. Trailer (1985, 1:40) 

• Interviews with interviewers Chapters: 1 (1985, 4:25) Introducing the Interviewers 
• Interviews with interviewers Chapters: 2 (1985, 5:35)  Making Contact 

• Flying Morning Glory (on fire) (1985, 3:52) 
A zany hot cooking/performance video in Thailand. “A perfect video.” - Global Village Documentary Film &                
Video Festival. 

• World Eskimo-Indian Olympics (1983, 27:08) 
Exciting and unique ancient arctic sports such as blanket toss, high kicks, and knuckle-hop are featured in                 
this cultural documentary about modern Eskimos and Indians in Alaska. Trailer (1:00) 

• Pick Up Your Feet: The Double Dutch Show  (1981, 29:15) 
All the big tricks, speed, laughs, and tears of championship rope jumping, with reality portraits of four                 
spectacular teams. 3 NYC Emmy’s, Black Programming Consortium Best Cultural Program, TV Critics'             
Favorite TV Shows, and many others.  A classic video doc. Trailer (1981/ 2018, 2:00)  

• PUYF: Raw Trix (1981, 11:00) 
   Outtakes raw footage shows wide shots of whole routines with the best tricks at the 1981  
   American Double Dutch Leauge’s Lincoln Center competition.  
• PUYF - The Tigers Preview (1981, 2:00) 

   Sophie doesn't show up for practice and the team is pissed; but a few days later at the  
  competition Marlene and the team are ecstatic with their speed jumping! 
• PUYF - The Dynamos Preview (1981, 1:35)  
   Esteemed middle school coach Kate Griffith's star team shows their stuff. 
• PUYF: Super Supremes Tricks (1981, 1:00) 

   The hottest fastest young jumpers flawless tricks routine. Try to watch the sneakers! 
• City Beat  (1980/2010, 7:30, 3 channels) (Co-producer Intermedia Arts (Minneapolis) Workshop) 

Early 3-channel art video (recently restored and combined on one channel). The repetition of urban action                
becomes a symphony of rhythms, building to cacophony and back. Installation in IDS Center’s Crystal Court                
- the skyscraper featured on-screen. Also presented at MoMA, Chicago Art Institute, Institute for North               
America (Barcelona), and others. 
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https://vimeo.com/ondemand/dddeluxe
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/dddeluxe
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• New Music America #1 (1980/1987, 26:50) 
David Byrne, Laurie Anderson, Love of Life Orchestra with Peter Gordon and David Van Tieghem, Charlie                
Morrow’s Slow Reveille, and others in this documentary (with performance) about the first New Music               
America festival. 

• Charlie Morrow’s Slow Reveille (1980/2018, 6:00) 
 Played 1/16th slow in reality, Skip's instant replays in fast speed to hear the song at regular speed. 

• Pat Oleszko Audition Reel (1980, 20:00) 
Pat's performance art for the camera with elaborate props, costumes, puppets and home-made films. 

• Earle Murphy's Winter Olympics (1980, 28:44) 
Real-life comedy focuses on the adventures of a 55-year-old ski-jumping, Olympics super-fan at the 1980               
Winter Games in Lake Placid. Contains all the whooshes and whacks ABC Sports missed. Trailer (1:30) 

• Skip Blumberg in Dazzling Black and White (1980, 27:45, color & B&W) 
Half-hour compilation TV show of Skip's early work broadcast on WNET-TV, NYC. 
 

  1970s 
• Almost Live from Sutro Tower (1979, 27:45) 

Half-hour compilation TV show of Skip's early work broadcast on KQED-TV, San Francisco. 
• Festival of (Musical) Saws (1980, 15:00) (Co-producer Jules Backus) 

Documentary with virtuoso performances at 1st Annual Festival. Features Moses Josiah. Santa Cruz, CA.  
• The Ugly Dog Contest (1980, 4:00) (Co-producer Jules Backus) 

Pedigreed and mutt and all ugly. Petaluma, CA. 
• Summer Ski Jump (1979, 5:25) 

Annual July 4th jump on ice from Lake Placid and plastic mats at the site of the 1980 Winter Olympics. 
• Roller Skiing Report (1979, 1:20) 

Summer cross country skiing down the road with Dr Bob Arnot. 
• For a Moment You Fly: The Big Apple Circus (1978, 28:00) 

The story and performance of the first year of NYC's famous one-ring tent circus, featuring the Back Street                  
Flyers, Michael Moschen and ringmaster Paul Binder with his juggling partner Michael Christensen. 

• The First International Whistling Show (1978, 20:26, B&W) (Co-producer Jules Backus) 
Virtuoso performances and warm interviews at the Whistle-Off in Carson City, NV. Features Roy Thoreson,               
Marge Carlson, Mitch Hider, Jason Serinus, Sy Argovitch, grand-prize-winner Canadian whistling-lawyer           
Harvey Pollack, MC Al "Jazzbo" Collins.  

• Resorts of the Catskills (1976, 30:00) (Co-producer John Margolies) 
A whimsical architectural tour of 5 Catskill Mountains resorts and hotels. 

• When I was a worker like LaVerne (1976, 28:33, B&W) (Co-producer Jane Aaron) 
Early video doc on one of the world’s longest conveyor belts culminates in a dramatic incident between a                  
worker and her boss. The half-hour TV show, produced for PBS series "It's a Living," based on Studs                  
Terkels' oral history Working, has only 24 long clips. 

• JGLNG (pronounced "juggling") (1976, 5:20, B&W) 
A high contrast analysis of the act of juggling is an early art video, starring circus juggler Mario Droguett in                    
his family’s winter quarters backyard in Sarasota FL.. 

• (untitled, color, videotape, 1975) (1975, 28:00) (Co-producer Jane Aaron) 
Art appreciation at the Everson Museum of Art features Lorelle and Loree, the permanent collection, a                
prison painting program, artist Anton Refrigier and art critic Clement Greenberg. 

• American Pixilation Dance Theatre presents (1975/ 2017, 3:01, Super 8mm, digital edit)  
(Co-producer Jane Aaron) Impossible choreography, antic stunts and magical tricks for a pixelating super              
8mm camera on location at Stony Clove Notch Pond in the heart of the Catskill Mountains. Dancers (in order                   
of appearance): Alice Wexler, Skip Blumberg, Jane Aaron. 

• Chicken Dinner (1971, 6:00, B&W) 
Preparing the chicken for our dinner, from chicken coop to "mmmmm, good chicken!" 
 
 
 

1980s - 1970s 
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  Videofreex Pirate Videos for 21st century audiences & beyond 

• Videofreex Pirate TV Show - 21st Century Re-edit (1969-78/2013, 64:00) 
Fast-paced variety show of 44 documentary, experimental and performance shorts and excerpts by the              
infamous early video production group. Rated R: radical politics, language, drugs, nudity, violence, alternate              
culture, art video. Segments are available individually including: 

• Special Effects Experiments (1969-70/ 2013, 4:05) 
Parry, Curtis and David play with video feedback and silhouetted objects (necklaces, hands) in              
front of the screen. The experiments with the new medium are seen on screen, and the spirit of the                   
creative process is palpable. 
• ‘Subject to Change’ Mashup 2012  a/k/a the Now Project (1969/ 2012, 11:20) 
Infamous CBS project that was years ahead of its time according to the CBS programming execs                
who rejected it with an expletive. 
• Abbie Selects (1969 & 1970/ 2015, 7:10) 
Abbie Hoffman interviewed in Chicago during the Chicago 7 trial (for Subject to Change), and               
giving a speech at Yale University wearing a cape with a star on it. 
• Process: Video Revolution (1974/ 2015, 9:25) 
With their portapk rolling and recording, Videofreex Parry & Skip crash a live WNET/13 broadcast               
of a meeting of early videomakers in the earliest days of the TV Lab, to which they were not invited.                    
Recording in the union shop continues despite physical threats. They escape as the show falls               
apart technically and is shut down early. The contrast of the alternate culture video freaks with                
mainstream broadcast industry suits is graphically clear. 
• Me’s & Youse a/k/a Faces (1971, excerpt 1:15) 
In the Lanesville TV studio, Bart, Skip, Parry, Carol & Nancy combine their faces with lotsa giggles.                 
The Videofreex were most unique when they collaborated as a group live combining together              
simultaneously to make the image on screen. 
• Naked performance at the Everson (1970/2013, 2:40) 
Videofreex visit Yoko Ono's art retrospective and find a real-time anecdote as the Syracuse              
threaten to close it down. 
• Lanesville TV re-re-edit 2013 (1974-75/ 2013, 11:05) 
Videofreex pirate TV station night-time show segments include Bart & Nancy’s Video  
Newsbuggy, Chuck in the control room, the Farkle/Van fight, and Oriental Magic Show with a man                
in a box and a barbarian. With host Russell Connor for special WNET/13 show, color camera by                 
Keiko Tsuno and Jon Alpert. 

• Harriet (plus ‘live’ Lanesville TV studio intro and outro) (1974, 18:00) 
Nancy Cain’s satisfyingly liberating story of escape that is a classic early video. With 'live' Lanesville TV                 
studio intro & outro featuring Harriet Benjamin, Videofreex Nancy Cain & Bart Friedman, and WNET Guest                
Co-host Russell Connor. 

• Laughing Song and Crying Song (1974, 5:16)  
David vocalizes, Bart plays pump organ at a late night Maple Tree Farm recording session. Skip on camera. 

• MAYDAY 1971 RAW (1971/ 2017, 01:06:00) 
Feel the true fervor of 1970s utopian activism! Action-packed and emotionally-charged.           
Counter-programming to Ken Burns' PBS series "The Vietnam War" from the counter-culture...focusing            
cameras on the true impact of the peace movement. Featuring Rennie Davis, Dr Benj Spock, Mayday Video                 
pioneer camera journalists, and thousands of brave anti-war protesters, including Vietnam Vets Against the              
War. Rated R: Radical Politics, Violence, Language.  

• What's That For? - Original uncut uncolor-corrected (1970, 6:30) 
"It's a camera... S - O - N - Y." Before we each had a smartphone camera in our pocket, and before                      
videocassettes, the first consumer video camera and reel-to-reel recorder creates curiosity in the street.              
Parry’s dreamlike imagist rumination on the new medium was began the show in Videofreex Friday night                
Prince Street studio screenings, after the audience had climbed stairs up the same 5 floors as on screen. 

• Vfx Pirate TV Show: What's That For? Re-edit (1970/ 2013, 1:35) 
• Buzzy Linhart: “Heaven” Recording Session (1970/ 2018, 18:00) 

The exemplary temporary band of NYC studio musicians listens, learns, then plays Buzzy's new stirring               
rockin’ ‘n’ rollin’ song at the famed Record Plant. Videofreex Pirate Videos 
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• Videofreex 1970s Rock ‘n’ Roll Concert Reel (1970/ 2018, 11:06) 
Guitar-centric rock performances captured for among-the-first live multi-camera mixed rock concert           
projections, with live abstract video feedback: 9 or so songs by Powerhouse, NRBQ & Pig Iron. 

• Videofreex @ Alternate Media Conference #1: Panther statement / concert / video feedback  
(1970/ 2013, 11:30) Message from Cappy Pinderhughes, New Haven Black Panthers, message to the              
almost entirely white alternative press convening at Goddard College for the Alternate Media Conference;              
plus observing the stoned audience at a rock concert there. And feedback that was projected on the giant                  
soft TV set that Videofreex and artist Pedro Lujan constructed for nightly shows at the conference. 

• Fred Hampton Chant (1970, 1:45) 
After FH's murder, Carol and Skip record the political action in Foley Square, NYC. 

 
 
 
 

 
  Movies & TV Series Executive Production, Co-production, Collaboration & Segments 
• DSLR-HD Focus Group (2012) (School of Communication, Hofstra University) 

5 fifteen-minute panel discussion segments examine the pluses and minuses of the new tool, by faculty,                
students, and experts from B&H and others. Crew of 30 faculty and students produce, edited and posted                 
on-line in Hofstra's TV studio A, the largest soundstage on Long Island. 

• Last Kiss (2012, 23:50) (Co-producer Chris Cerf) 
A jukebox musical comedy composed of 1950s songs of romantic tragedies, by Chris Cerf, Sarah Durkee,                
and Paul Jacobs, performed by students at Manhattan Marymount College. 

• Week Without the Web (2011, 11:00) (MFA Documentary Program, Hofstra University) 
Can you live without the internet? Day-by-day survey of opinions by students and faculty regarding Hofstra                
University School of Communications Dean Evan Cornog's project. Produced by MFA students. 

• www.DocMasters.com (2010, multiple interviews) (MFA Documentary Program, Hofstra University) 
Interviews with DA Pennebaker, Morgan Spurlock, Catfish producers and star, and many other             
documentary-makers, with website and posted movies produced by MFA students. 

• Reverend Billy’s Peace Revival (2003, 46:30) (Co-producer Dee Dee Halleck) 
A radical gospel musical TV show that protests the impending invasion of Iraq by the U.S. after 9/11. With                   
the Church of Stop Shopping Choir. 

Inside Space: Space In Your Face (1994-95) 
As one-person-crew, Blumberg produced 10+ street survey weekly segments about NASA and space on              
USA Network's Sci-Fi Channel series.  

• The 90’s PBS Election Special 1: The Primary (1992, 57:54) 
Up-close and personal with the Presidential candidates, including Bill (and Hillary) Clinton, Jerry Brown, Paul               
Tsongas, and President George HW Bush in Illinois.  

• The 90’s PBS “Next Election Special 2: The UnConvention uncut umatic ( 1992, 58;11) 
Democratic Presidential Convention in NYC. As one-person crew, camera journalist Skip Blumberg covers             
the American Samoa delegation, a topless protest and more stories in the one hour PBS special. 

• The 90’s Election Special 3: It's Debate-able (1992, 55;54) 
Behind the scenes with the Bill Clinton campaign at Arkansas headquarters, the St Louis prep, press plane,                 
and the Kansas City debate, including video verité and interviews with George Stephanopolous, James              
Carville, DeeDee Myers, the candidate, Mrs Clinton, and others. 

• Waiting for the Invasion: U.S. Citizens in Nicaragua (1984, 29:45) (Co-producer/co-editor with DeeDee 
Halleck, Karen Ranucci, Eddie Becker, Joan Braderman) Anecdotal portraits of 5 U.S. expatriates working               

with the very young and inexperienced but idealistic Sandinista government to establish a new democracy,               
using their skills in agronomy, planning, social services, etc. 

• No Diablo! (1979, 58:00) (Co-Producers Jane Aaron, Jody Sibert, Ant Farm and other crew) 
Civil disobedience protest against the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, on an earthquake fault on the                
Pacific Ocean coast 

 
.Videofreex Pirate Videos - Collaborations 
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• Mock Turtle Soup (1976, 3 hours) (International Personhood of Image Workers) 
Election night coverage on Manhattan Cable TV by 50 indy producers live in the studio with tape segments. 

• 5 Day Bicycle Race Half-hour Compilation (1976, 30:00) (International Personhood of Image Workers,  
B&W) Highlights from the 5-night 3-hour prime-time NYC leased-access cable TV series; including Skip's              
interviews with Bella Abzug, Jesse Jackson, Roger Mudd, Chevy Chase, and more. Produced with Tom               
Weinberg. Broadcast on WTTW (Chicago). 

• Image Union (1976, 5 hrs, International Personhood of Image Workers) 
Five-hour edited series of "5 Day Bicycle Race" and "Mock Turtle Soup" on seven reels for an exhibition at                   
the Whitney Museum of Art, curated and edited by Skip Blumberg. 

• TVTV Goes to the Superbowl (1976, 46:00) (TVTV) 
Skip & Janie covered the fans, fan clubs, and their stars, including documenting a scrimmage by security                 
guards on the Super Bowl field before the big game using their lunch bag as a ball. 

• The Eternal Frame (1975, 23:50) (Co-produced Ant Farm) 
Reenactment of the assassination of President John F Kennedy in Dealey Plaza, Dallas TX.              
Camera/interviewer Skip Blumberg. 

• Gerald Ford's America: Congress (1975, 28:00) (TVTV)  
Episode 4 of PBS series focuses on Congress, including Senator Robert Byrd (and his fiddle) in West  
Virginia. Skip was expelled from the Capitol for running in the hall while covering member John Brademas                 
(Dem,Indiana) negotiating new legislation. 

• It’s a Living (1975, 58:00) (Videopolis/Tom Weinberg)  
Based on Studs Terkel’s book Working. Segment producer and camera. 

• Probably America’s Smallest TV Station (1975,  58:00) (Lanesville TV/Videofreex)  
Skip produced this episode of a special Lanesville TV show, the Videofreex pirate TV station, for WNET/13’s 
“Video and Television Review” with camera/sound by Jon Alpert and Keiko Tsuno, host Russell Connor. 

• Media Burn (1974, 22:00) (Ant Farm) 
A futuristic remodeled Cadillac Biaritz crashes through a wall of burning TV sets. "Haven't you have ever                 
wanted to put your foot through a TV screen." Co-editor and special video effects by Skip Blumberg at the                   
Media Center in Lanesville and Syracuse University's Newhouse School. 

• The Lord of the Universe (1974, 58:00) (TVTV) 
The 12-year-old guru and his family engage a crowd of young Americans to kiss his feet and raise the                   
Houston Astrodome off the ground, not. Columbia-duPont Journalism Award. 

• Adland (1974, 58:40) (TVTV) 
George Lois, Jerry Della Femina, Scali, McCabe, Sloves and other Madison Avenue luminaries expose the               
process of making a high budget TV commercial. "It's ... poof... like poison gas." - George Lois 

• World’s Largest TV Studio (1972, 59:28,  B&W)  (TVTV) 
At the Democratic Presidential Convention in Miami Beach. TVTV’s first TV program, broadcast on 5               
Westinghouse Broadcasting stations, that, with the introduction of the Time Base Error Corrector, was the               
first broadcast network TV show produced with early portable video. 

• Four More Years (1972, 1:01:00, B&W) (TVTV) 
Skip with Nancy Cain, Anda Korst, and Megan Williams go behind-the-scenes of broadcast TV news, at the                 
Republican Presidential Convention in Miami Beach. "Nixon now more than ever." 

• Four More Years: TVTV Network TV News Story (1972, 15:30)  (TVTV) 
With TVTV’s Nancy Cain, Anda Korsts and Megan Williams, Skip enters sacrosanct spaces of              
broadcast TV News, never previously penetrated by outside cameras, for video verité and to              
interview anchors Walter Cronkite (CBS) and John Chancellor (NBC) and reporters Cassie Macken             
(ABC), Mike Wallace (CBS), Herb Kaplow (ABC) and Roger Mudd (CBS), who doesn't answer              
Skip's questions, but Nancy keeps recording. Plainclothes security guard checks the crew's floor             
passes after Skip plays a harmonica ditty on the convention floor, "Republican Convention Drag." 

• Subject to Change a/k/a The Now Project (1969, 1:01:00) (CBS/ Videofreex) 
This pilot for a network TV show about the counterculture is a prescient live entertainment show (in the                  
Videofreex Prince Street NYC studio) with edited documentary and performance videotape segments. After             
screening from the loft next door, CBS Programming Vice President Mike Dann declared the show, with an                 
expletive, "years ahead of its time." Dann meant decades, since those styles of the earliest days of the new                   
medium now are mainstream, as if there is a main stream.  
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